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BT-4/M-21 44001

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE AND  ORGANIZATION

Paper–CSE-202E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What do you understand by Von-Neumann

architecture? What is Von-Neumann bottleneck?

Discuss.

(b) What is CISC architecture? What are its advantages

over RISC? Discuss.

2. (a) What is Flynn's taxonomy? What is SISD? Can SISD

have concurrent processing characteristics? Discuss.

(b) What are the factors motivating the use of different

addressing modes? Discuss the indexed addressing

using suitable examples.
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UNIT–II

3. (a) What do you understand by the concept of Pipelining?

Discuss different areas where this organization is

applicable with the help of examples.

(b) What address sequencing capabilities are required in a

control memory? Draw the block diagram of a control

memory and the associated hardware for next address

generation.

4. (a) Discuss the stack organization of CPU and compare it

with accumulator based CPU organization.

(b) What is micro program sequencer? Explain its working

with the help of suitable diagram.

UNIT–III

5. (a) Despite the fact that memory is used to store data or

instruction, what is the need of different types of

memory? Discuss.

(b) Write a detailed note on FIFO and LRU page

replacement policies.

6. (a) What do you understand by locality of Reference?

Explain.

(b) What is Virtual Memory? What is the difference between

Segment and Page? Discuss.
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UNIT–IV

7. (a) What is Amdahl's law? Write a note on its use in parallel

computing.

(b) What are the different types of instruction format in

8086? Discuss in detail 1-byte instruction format.

8. What do you understand by throughput enhancement?

How pipelining and superscaling are used for throughput

enhancement? Explain.

44001/00/KD/1558 3
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BT-4/M-21 44002
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

Paper : CSE-204E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one questions

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Explain compiler and interpreter. (4)

(b) Explain different data types, its declarations and its

intialization in detail. (16)

2. What is type checking and type conversions. And general

problem for describing the syntax. (20)

UNIT–II

3. What is structured data objects. Explain the steps to specify

and implement structured data type and variable size data

structure. (20)

4. What is subprogram, generic subprogram and overloaded

subprogram and also explain with the help of example?

(20)
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UNIT–III

5. Explain the following terms with the help of example.

(a) Implicit Sequene Control.

(b) Explicit Sequene Control.

(c) Sequene Control within Statement. (20)

6. Explain static scope, dynamic scope, local data and block

data with the help of example. (20)

UNIT–IV

7. What is difference among procedural language, non-

procedural language and object oriented language. Explain

this with the help of example. (20)

8. What are different methods to control storage management.

Explain heap storage management system and static storage

management in detail. (20)
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BT-4/M-21 44003
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING USING C++

Paper : IT-252E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Define object and classes? Differentiate between

procedure oriented and object oriented programming.

(b) Draw comparison between Overloading vs. Overriding.

Give a brief note on overriding methods.

(10+10=20)

2. (a) What is a Structure? Why we need structure definition?

How to access members of Structures?

(b) Define the 'this' pointer, with an example, indicate the

steps involved in referring to members of the invoking

object. (10+10=20)

UNIT–II

3. Write the fundamentals of operator overloading.

Draw comparison between operator functions as class

members and friend functions. Write a program to overload

binary operators. (20)
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4. What is the ambiguity that arises in multiple inheritance?

Discuss with examples, the implications of deriving a class

from an existing class by the 'public' and 'protected' access

specifiers. (20)

UNIT–III

5. (a) Write a C++ program demonstrating use of the pure

virtual function with the use of base and derived

classes.

(b) Write a note on dynamic binding. (10+10=20)

6. (a) What is sequential access file? How to read and update

data in sequential access file?

(b) Discuss about stream input, stream output, stream

manipulators and stream error states. (10+10=20)

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What are function templates? With an example, show

how to overload template functions.

(b) Write a detailed note on class template and non-type

parameters. (10+10=20)

8. (a) What is a user defined exception? Write down the

scenario where we require user defined exceptions?

(b) Draw a comparison between.

(i) Error and Exception.

(ii) Exceptions and Inheritance. (10+10=20)

44003/00/KD/1605 2
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BT-4/M-21 44005
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (NEW)

Paper–ECE-204E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting one question from

each Unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Convert the following into binary, BCD and excess

three codes : 24, 356, 71. 5

(b) Implement the Boolean expression of X-OR and AND

gate using NOR gates. 5

(c) Perform the following operation : (a) 45-28 using 2's

compliment (b) 15-36 using 1's compliment. 5

(d) Prove the following using Boolean algebric theorems :

A BC + A B C + AB C  + ABC = AB + BC + CA

(A + B) (C + D) = (A B) (C D)� � � . 5
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2. (a) Minimize the following expression using K-Map and
realist the obtained expression using NAND gates only :

F(A,B,C,D) = �m(1,3,5,6,7,13,14,15) + d(0,2,8,9) 10

(b) Use Q-M method to minimize f(A,B,C,D,E)
= �m(0,1,2,5,7,11,15,16,19,21,23,26,28,31). 10

UNIT–II

3. (a) What is a multiplexer? Explain the logic diagram and
working of 4 : 1 Multiplexer in detail.  6

(b) Explain designing and working of 4 bit BCD adder. 8

(c) Design 8 : 3 encoder. 6

4. (a) Design a three bit synchronous counter. 8

(b) What are flip-flops? Explain race around condition of
JK flip-flop. Also describe how it is removed by master
slave flip-flop? 8

(c) Explain working of register as ring counter. 4

UNIT–III

5. (a) Write brief note on characteristics of digital logic gates.
10

(b) Explain the working of CMOS NAND and CMOS OR
gate. 10

6. (a) Describe working of TTL NAND gate. Explain tri state
condition of TTL. 12

(b) Explain how TTL logic gates can be interfaced with
CMOS logic gates. 8
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UNIT–IV

7. (a) Write down the specification of A/D converters. Explain.
8

(b) Explain the working of R-2R D/A converter. Mention
its limitations. 12

8. Explain the working of (i) counting ADC (ii) Dual slope
ADC. 20



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 4

BT-4/M-21 44007
MICROPROCESSORS AND INTERFACING

Paper–ECE-216E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions, selecting at least one question from

each section.

SECTION–I

1. (a) Draw the block diagram of 8085 internal architecture

and explain the functions of decoding and execution

of an instruction. (15)

(b) Draw a logic schematic to generate four control signals

using 8085 IO/ M, Rd, WR signals.

(i) MEMR.

(ii) MEMW.

(iii) IOR.

(iv) IOW.

Explain the functions of these control signals? (5)

2. (a) Explain Jhe following instructions and show the status

of PSW after each execution : (10)

(i) LDAX B.

(ii) SHLD, fc90h.
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(iii) DAD H.

(iv) XRA, A.

(v) XTHL.

(vi) INR M.

(vii) DAA.

(viii) JM, 16 bit address.

(ix) PUSH D.

(x) OUT, 8-Bit Port address.

(b) Interface two 4k * 16 EPROM and two 4k * 16 RAM

chips with 8085 and also show the complete circuit of

the design. (10)

SECTION–II

3. (a) Draw and explain the relevant pin diagram for 8086

microprocessor. (10)

(b) Draw and explain the timing diagram for an input

operation in MX Mode of 8086. (10)

4. (a) Write down the addressing modes for the following

instructions and calculate the physical address for the

same making use of the given data Ax = fc39h, bx =

273f h, cx = 001a, dx = 4b2c, si = 60bc h, bp = 6000h,

sp = 4000h, di = fc32h, cs = 4000h, ds = 3000h, es =

l000h, ss = 8000h, displacement = 0010h.

(1) Mov al, bh.

(2) Mov bl, [bp].
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(3) Mov cx, [1234]

(4) Mov dx, 1234h

(5) Mov cx, disp [si]

(6) Mov al, [bx] [di]

(7) mov cx, disp[bx] [si] ? (12)

(b) Generate the HEX codes for the following instructions

Mov Ds:0F246H [BP], Dx

Mov [0874], Bx.  (8)

SECTION–III

5. (a) Interface DAC with an 8086 microprocessor running

at 10 MHz speed and write an ALP to generate a saw

tooth waveform of period 5 ms with Vmax 2v ? (10)

(b) Draw the internal architecture of 8255 chip and explain

all the working modes of 8255 in detail?  (10)

6. (a) Write an ALP to change a sequence of 16, 2-byte

numbers from ascending to descending order. Store the

new series at the starting address of 2000h. Use the

LIFO property of the stack? (10)

(b) Interface a 4*4 keyboard with 8086 using 8255 and

write ALP for detecting a key closure and return the

key code in AL. The debouncing period for key is

20 ms. (10)



SECTION–IV

7. (a) Write down the steps involved when an interrupt INT

42h is encountered in the main program and calculate

address of ISR for this interrupt? (10)

(b) Draw the block diagram of 8259 chip and discuss its

Initialization command words in detail? (10)

8. Explain briefly the following :

(a) 8237 chip. (10)

(b) Pipelining.  (10)
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BT-4/M-21 44070
BASICS  OF  ECONOMICS  AND  MANAGEMENT

Paper–HUM-201 E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all by selecting at least one

question from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Explain the law of diminishing returns. Does it apply to

agriculture only ?

2. Describe the term Price discrimination. When is it

(a) Possible and

(b) Profitable.

UNIT–II

3. Explain the main functions of management and discuss their

nature.

4. Define Management. Distinguish it from Administration. Give

suitable illustrations to support your viewpoint.

UNIT–III

5. Explain briefly the steps in the process of organising.
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6. Distinguish between decentralisation and delegation. What

are the major obstacles to the delegation of authority ?

UNIT–IV

7. Discuss the steps involved in the selection process.

8. Discuss the barriers to effective communication. Suggest

measures to overcome them.



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 3

BT-4/M-21 44091
MATHEMATICS-III

Paper–AS-201N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

UNIT–I

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit.

1. (a) Expand f(x) = x + x2, –� < x < � in a Fourier series.
7½

(b) Find the half range cosine series for f(x) = x2 in the
range 0 � x � �. 7½

2. (a) Find the Fourier sine transform of 
axe

x

�

. 7½

(b) State and prove convolution theorem for Fourier
transforms. 7½

UNIT–II

3. (a) If u = log tan 
4 2

� �� ��� �� 	 , prove that � = –i log tan

4 2

iu�� ��� �� � . 7½

(b) Separate tan–1 (x + iy) into real and imaginary parts.
7½
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4. (a) Show that polar form of Cauchy-Riemann equations

are 
1u v

r r

� �
�

� ��
, 

1v u

r r

� �
� �

� ��

reduce that 
2 2

2 2 2

1 1
0

u u u

r rr r

� � �
� � �

�� ��
. 7½

(b) Find the analytic function, whose real part is

sin 2

(cos 2 cos2 )�

x

h y x . 7½

UNIT–III

5. (a) There are three bags : first containing 1 white, 2 red,

3 green balls; second 2 white, 3 red, 1 green balls and

third 3 white, 1 red, 2 green balls. Two balls are drawn

from a bag chosen at random. These are found to be

one white and one red. Find the probability that the

balls so drawn came from the second bag. 7½

(b) Fit a binomial distribution to the following frequency

distribution :

x : 0 1 2 3 4 5

f : 2 14 20 34 22 8 7½

6. (a) Fit a normal curve to the following distribution :

x : 2 4 6 8 10

f : 1 4 6 4 1 7½
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(b) A random variable x has the following probability

function :

x : –2 –1 0 1 2 3

f(x) : 0.1 k 0.2 2k 0.3 k 7½

Find k, mean, variance and S.D.

UNIT–IV

7. Use Simplex method to solve :

Maximize Z = 10x1 + x2 + 2x3

subject to

x1 + x2 – 2x3 � 10

4x1 + x2 + x3 � 20

     x1, x2, x3 � 0. 15

8. Using dual  simplex method, solve the following LPP :

Minimize Z = 2x1 + x2

subject to

  3x1 + x2 � 3;

4x1 + 3x2 � 6;

3x1 + 2x2 � 3;

     x1, x2 � 0. 15
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BT-4/M-21 44092
OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

Paper–CSE-202N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What are header files in C++? Explain their roles and

usage. 5

(b) What is Object? How it is created in C++? How can

you access members of a class? Explain. 5

(c) What are const objects? How can you create and

initialize them? 5

2. (a) What do you mean by function overloading? Explain

with an example. 5

(b) What is scope resolution operator? Explain its usage

with an example. 5

(c) Explain the use of public, private and protected access

specifier. 5
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UNIT–II

3. (a) How can you allocate and deallocate memory

dynamically in C++? Explain with an example. 5

(b) What is friend function? How it is different from

methods? Explain with an example. 5

(c) What is destructor? Explain its role with a suitable

example. 5

4. (a) What is function overriding? Explain with an example.

5

(b) Distinguish between Protected derivation and Public

derivation. 5

(c) What is hierarchical inheritance? Give an example. 5

UNIT–III

5. (a) What is abstract class? How it is implemented in C++?

Explain with an example. 7

(b) What is virtual destructor? Explain its need with an

example. 8

6. (a) What is operator overloading? Explain overloading of

operator '<<' by giving an example. 7

(b) Overload binary operator '*' to multiply objects of

Complex Number Class. 8
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UNIT–IV

7. (a) What is text file? How can you create and access text

file? Explain with an example. 7

(b) Create a random file to store objects of Rectangle class

and demonstrate the random access of objects from this

file. 8

8. (a) What are exceptions? How can you rethrow an

exception? Explain with an example. 7

(b) What is template class? Design a template class for

Vector and demonstrate its use. 8



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-4/M-21 44093
INTERNET  FUNDAMENTAL

Paper–CSE-204 N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : The students are required to attempt five questions in all,

selecting at least one question from each unit. All

questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Explain the following :

(a) Explain the term Internet, Intranet and Extranet.

(b) Internet Congestion.

(c) Business culture on Internet. [3×5=15]

2. Short notes on following :

(a) ISP.

(b) DNS.

(c) IPv6. [3×5=15]

UNIT–II

3. Explain web browser in detail and also explain directories

and meta search engine.
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4. Explain the following :

(a) Coast-to-Coast surfing.  [6]

(b) Web page setup and installation. [9]

UNIT–III

5. Explain in brief about XML, DHTML and Java Script.

6. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Secure E-mails.

(b) News Groups.

(c) MIME Types.

UNIT–IV

7. What is software complexity and also explain the advantage

of software complexity with example? Also explain risk

analysis.

8. What is IDS? Explain working of IDS? Also explain the

secure web document.
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BT-4/M-21 44094
DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATION

Paper–CSE-206N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. What is amplitude modulation? Discuss spectrum of AM
wave and modulation index. Write a detailed note on vestigial
side band modulation. 15

2. What is phase modulation? Discuss spectrum of FM wave
and modulation index. Draw a comparison between NBFM
and WBFM. 15

UNIT–II

3. (a) Differential Manchester is both differential and bi-phase.
Explore.

(b) Which system is better among ASK, PSK and FSK?
Justify your answer. (8+7=15)

4. (a) What is sampling theorem? Write its relevance in
communication world.

(b) What errors are introduced by PCM in the signals?
Explain. (8+7=15)
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UNIT–III

5. What is error detecting and correcting code? How cyclic
redundancy check is performed and what is its importance?

15

6. Discuss the characteristics of DTE- DCE. Explain electrical
specifications and characteristics of RS-449/422 interface.

15

UNIT–IV

7. What is FDM? Explore the two types of TDM
implementations and how do they differ from each other?
Write their characteristics. 15

8. (a) Draw block diagram of satellite communication system
and discuss its advantages.

(b) What do you mean by spread spectrum multiple access?
Explain various features of CDMA. (8+7=15)



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-4/M-21 44095
MICROPROCESSOR  AND  INTERFACING

Paper–CSE-208N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Draw a diagram showing the architecture of 8085

Microprocessor and label it. 15

2. Explain the following 8085 Microprocessor Instruction :

(i) DAA.

(ii) LHLD.

(iii) RNC.

(iv) INX.

(v) CMA. 15

UNIT–II

3. Give the pin diagram of 8086 Microprocessor Chip. Discuss

the function of each pin. 15
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4. (a) Discuss how 8086 CLK and RESET signals are

generated ? 8

(b) Explain briefly about memory interfacing with 8086

microprocessor. 7

UNIT–III

5. (a) Discuss various string instructions of 8086. 8

(b) Explain in brief the logical instruction of 8086. 7

6. (a) Discuss various addressing mode of 8086. 8

(b) Write an assembly language programme to find any

power to any number. 7

UNIT–IV

7. Discuss the function of DMA controller (8237) with suitable

diagram. 15

8. (a) Discuss different types ADCs and DACs. 8

(b) Explain in detail 'Intel's 8259'. 7



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-4/M-21 44096
OPERATING SYSTEMS

Paper–CSE-210-N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is operating system? Discuss the characteristic

features of distributed operating system.

(b) What do you understand by system calls? Discuss the

use of system calls in file management.

2. (a) What do you understand by storage hierarchy? How is

it used by operating system to optimize the

performance? Discuss.

(b) What is the advantage of layered architecture? Discuss.

UNIT–II

3. (a) What is producer-consumer problem? Discuss the use

of semaphore in synchronization in this problem.

(b) What is Shortest Job First (SJF) scheduling? What are

its limitations? Discuss.
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4. (a) Define Process. What are the different states of it?
Explain using process transition diagram.

(b) What is a Thread? What is the difference between User
level and Kernel level thread? Discuss their merits/
demerits.

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are the essential conditions for deadlock? Discuss.

(b) Differentiate between Internal and External
Fragmentation using suitable examples.

6. (a) What do you understand by deadlock avoidance?
Discuss the banker's algorithm for deadlock avoidance.

(b) What do you understand by dirty and clean page?
Discuss the LRU page replacement strategy using
suitable example.

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What is the difference between SCAN and C-SCAN
disk scheduling? Illustrate.

(b) Write a detailed note on UNIX file system.

8. (a) What do you understand by Direct Memory Access
(DMA)? Explain.

(b) Explain the concept of buffering and blocking w.r.t.
I/O management.



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 3

BT-4/J-21 44151
DISCRETE MATHEMATICS

Paper–PC-CS-202A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Show that

12 + 32 + 52 + ............ + (2n – 1)2 = 
(2 1) (2 1)

3

n n n� �

by mathematical induction.

(b) Given that

(A � C) � (B � C)

(A C) (B C)� � �

show that A � B.

2. (a) Construct the truth tables for the following statements

(i) (p � p) � ( )p p� .

(ii) ( )p q p� � .

(iii) ( )p p q� � .

(b) Let A, B and C be sets such that (A � B � C) = �,
(A ��B) ���, (A � C) ��� and (B ��C) ���. Draw the
corresponding Venn diagram.
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UNIT–II

3. (a) Find all the partitions of B = {a, b, c, d}.

(b) Let A = {a, b} and B = {4, 5, 6}. Given each of the

following :

(i) A × B

(ii) B × A

(iii) A × A

(iv) B × B.

4. (a) Show that if R1 and R2 are equivalence relations on A,

then R1 � R2 is an equivalence relation on A.

(b) Let A = Z, the set of integers and let R is defined by

a R b if and only if a � b. Is R is an equivalence

relation ?

UNIT–III

5. (a) Prove that if f : A � B and g : B � C are one-to-one

functions, then gof is one-to-one.

(b) Let A = B = C = R, and let f : A � B and g : B � C be

defined by f(a) = a – 1 and g(b) = b2 find :

(i) (fog) (2)

(ii) (gof) (2)

(iii) (fof) (y)

(iv) (gog) (y).
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6. (a) Let A and B be two finite set with same number of

elements, and let f : A � B be an everywhere defined

functions :

(i) If f is one-to-one, then f is onto.

(ii) If f is onto, then f is one-to-one.

(b) If n pigeons are assigned to m pigeonholes, and m < n,

then atleast one pigeonhole contains two or more

pigeons.

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Define the following :

(i) Group.

(ii) Cyclic group.

(b) Let H and K be subgroups of group G :

(i) Prove that H � K is subgroup of G.

(ii) Show that H 	 K need not be subgroup of G.

8. (a) Let G be an Abelian group and n is a fixed integer.
��������	������
�������f : G � G defined by f(a) = an,
for a 
 G is a homomorphism.

(b) Let G be a group, and let H = {x/x 
 G and ax = xa for
all a 
 G}. Show that H is a normal subgroup of G.
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BT-4/M-21 44152
INTERNET TECHNOLOGY AND MANAGEMENT

Paper-PC-CS-204A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Give an introduction to the Internet and its history. Specify

the distinction between Internet, Intranet and Extranet. What

are the various modes of connecting to the Internet?

2. Answer the following questions in brief :

(a) What is the role of ISPs in the Internet?

(b) Describe the addressing hierachy used in the Internet.

(c) Explain the purpose of DNS in the Internet.

UNIT–II

3. (a) What is the role of HTTP and Web Browsers in the

World Wide Web? Name some common Web Browsers

in use nowadays and give details of any two.

(b) Explain in detail how searching is carried out in WWW

using search engines.

44152/00/KD/1585 [P.T.O.



4. Give a brief description of the following :

(a) Telnet and FTP.

(b) HTML.

(c) TCP/IP.

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are the various components of E-mail

architecture? Describe the protocols used in E-mail.

What is MIME? List the headers defined by MIME.

(b) What is the advantage of using mailing lists? How

does the newsgroup service differ from the mailing list

facility?

6. (a) What is the basic structure of HTML documents? List

some important tags used in HTML along with their

purpose.

(b) Provide a brief introduction of XML, DHTML, and

JavaScript along with the purpose for which they are

used.

UNIT–IV

7. What are Web Servers? Describe the accessing and using of

any one server of your choice.

8. (a) Describe the various encryption schemes than can be

used to secure data.

(b) What is the purpose of Digital Signatures and Firewalls

in Internet security?

44152/00/KD/1585 2
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BT-4/M-21 44153
OPERATING SYSTEM

Paper : PC-CS-206A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Explain evolution and functions of operating systems.

Write a note on time-sharing and real time operating

system.

(b) Distinguish between distributed and parallel operating

system. (8+7=15)

2. (a) What is the purpose of System Call? Explain the various

types of system calls provided by an operating system.

(b) Write a note on storage hierarchy.

(c) Discuss different types of Protection that operating

system provides. (5+5+5=15)

UNIT–II

3. (a) What are the advantages of Inter-process Communi-

cation? How communication takes place in a shared-

memory environment? Explain.
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(b) What is a Critical Section problem? Give the conditions

that a solution to the critical section problem must

satisfy. (8+7=15)

4. (a) Describe the actions taken by a thread library to context-

switch between user-level threads.

(b) Elaborate the criteria for CPU Scheduling. Write a

comparison between preemptive and non-preemptive

scheduling. (8+7=15)

UNIT–III

5. (a) How Deadlocks are detected? Explain the Resource-

Allocation Graph Algorithm for deadlock prevention

and deadlock avoidance.

(b) Discuss various issued related to the allocation of

frames to processes. (8+7=15)

6. (a) Consider the reference string : 7, 0, 1, 2, 0, 3, 0, 4, 2,

3, 0, 3, 2, 1, 2, 0, 1, 7, 0, 1 for a memory with three

frames. Trace FIFO, optimal, and LRU page replacement

algorithms.

(b) What is Paging? How it is different from segmentation?

Also explain hardware support for paging.

(10+5=15)

44153/00/KD/1598 2
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UNIT–IV

7. (a) Explain the various methods for free-space

management.

(b) Explain and compare the SCAN and C-SCAN disk

scheduling algorithms. (8+7=15)

8. Explain the following :

(a) DMA and Spooling.

(b) Security attacks and Protection.

(c) UNIX File System. (5×3=15)



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 2

BT-4/M-21 44154
DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHMS

Paper : PC-CS-208A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. What do you understand by time and space complexity?

What is asymptotic notation? Why it is important?

Discuss using suitable example.

2. What is recurrence? Discuss in detail the master method for

solving a recurrence.

UNIT–II

3. What is a Travelling Salesman problem? Discuss the greedy

algorithm for solving the Travelling Salesman Problem.

4. What do you understand by height balanced tree? What is

a splay tree? Discuss the insertion/deletion operation on

splay tree.
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UNIT–III

5. What is Minimum Spanning Tree? Discuss the Steps for

finding Minimum Spanning Tree using Kruskal's Algorithm.

6. What is a Graph? Discuss the depth first traversal of a graph

and its computational complexity. Also discuss the

topological sort using depth first traversal.

UNIT–IV

7. What is a flow network? Explain Ford-Fulkerson Algorithm

for Maximum Flow Problem.

8. What is bitonic sequence? What is merging network? Explain.

44154/00/KD/1644 2
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BT-4/M-21 44155
ORGANIZATIONAL BEHAVIOUR

Paper : HM-921 A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. Elaborate the meaning and importance of organizational

behaviour. 15

2. Briefly explain the following :

(a) Learning Curve.

(b) Concepts of values and attitudes. (7+8=15)

UNIT–II

3. What do you understand by personality ? Explain the big

five personality traits. 15

4. Briefly explain the following :

(a) Factors influencing perception.

(b) Essence of behavioural theories of leadership.

(8+7=15)
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UNIT–III

5. What is motivation ? Critically examine the two-factor theory

of motivation. 15

6. Write note on :

(a) Formal and informal groups.

(b) Functional and dysfunctional conflict.

(c) Super ordinate goals. (5+5+5=15)

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What are barriers to effective communication in an
organisation ?

(b) How might managers use the grapevine for their use ?
(8+7=15)

8. (a) "A strong organisational culture can act as a barrier to
change". Discuss.

(b) Explain Lewin's three-step model of planned change.
(7+8=15)



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46001
MOBILE COMPUTING

Paper–CSE 302

Opt. – (II)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Discuss the challenges in mobile computing. 10

(b) Explain CDMA, FDMA and TDMA. 10

2. (a) Describe the types of handoffs. 10

(b) Explain the predictive location management schemes.

10

UNIT–II

3. (a) Describe Pull and Push based data delivery models.

10

(b) Write a short note on data dissemination by broadcast.

10

4. Explain Distributed file sharing for mobility support. 20
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UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain cluster based gateway switch routing. 10

(b) Discuss global state routing. 10

6. (a) Explain location aided routing. 10

(b) Describe zonal routing algorithm. 10

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Describe Kangaroo and Joey transactions. 10

(b) Write a short note on team transaction. 10

8. What are the advantages of electronic payment and discuss

the protocols for mobile commerce. 20



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46002
COMPUTER HARDWARE TECHNOLOGIES

Paper–CSE-304

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What are the various Memory types and their properties?

Explain. 10

(b) What is to be done for Troubleshooting memory? What

are the various indications that show the system is

having problems due to memory? 10

2. (a) Describe various ways to backup power system along

with their pros and cons. 10

(b) What are the various qualities and specifications of

power supply? Explain in detail. 10

UNIT–II

3. (a) Draw and explain the PC Family tree in detail. 10

(b) How can you configure BIOS? Explain the role of

CMOS setup in detail. 10
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4. Describe the various I/O buses used in the system along

with their block diagram and advantages and disadvantages

of each. 20

UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain the floppy disk interface along with its

components in detail. 10

(b) Differentiate between serial, parallel and USB ports.

10

6. What are the various modes of data transfer? Explain in

detail. 20

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Explain the architecture and working of CD and DVD.

10

(b) How can you partition and format a hard disk? Explain.

10

8. (a) Compare and contrast various types of monitors. 10

(b) Explain various types of mouse along with their

working and components. 10



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46003
NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY

Paper-CSE-306

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is Cryptographic Hash Functions? Examine the

role of a compression function in a hash function with

example.

(b) Differentiate specific and pervasive security

mechanisms? Explain arithmetic and logical functions

that are used in SHA.

2. (a) What do you understand by Cryoptographic Hash

Functions? Also, explain the role of a compression

function in a hash function with example.

(b) What is the difference between specific and pervasive

security mechanisms? How cryptography helps in

achieving security. Also explain arithmetic and logical

functions that are used in SHA.
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UNIT–II

3. (a) What is Heisenbug and Bohrbug? Discuss in detail

with suitable examples.

(b) Discuss the essentials of Multilevel Security in SELinux.

4. Differentiate between the following with appropriate

examples :

(a) Biba and Clark-Wilson.

(b) Discretionary and Mandatory Access Control.

(c) Access Matrix and Access Control.

UNIT–III

5. Write detailed notes on any two :

(a) Chain of cerificates and revocation of X.509 certificate.

(b) Kerberos realm.

(c) IPSEC.

6. Differentiate Botnet and Trojan horse. Discuss with suitable

example. How these are different from viruses? Elaborate

various policies adopt to overcoming these attacks.

UNIT–IV

7. What is meant by identify thefts? Discuss the essentials

of various TCP/IP protocol vulnerabilities with suitable

example.

8. List the design goals of different kinds of firewall. Also,

discuss the techniques used by firewalls to control access

and enforce security policies.

46003/00/KD/1594 2
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BT-6/M-21 46004
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Paper–CSE-308

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is Software Crisis ? Explain in detail. 10

(b) Explain the spiral model of software development with

the help of suitable diagram. 10

2. (a) Explain various team structure in Software organisation.

10

(b) What are the relative advantages of using PERT charts

in Scheduling Software Project ? Using suitable

example, explain in detail. 10

UNIT–II

3. (a) List the important issues which an SRS document must

address ? Why is SRS document also known as the

black box specification of a system ? 10
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(b) Explain various software risks using suitable example.

10

4. (a) How do we define software quality ? Explain software

quality assurance activities in detail. 10

(b) What do you mean by object oriented analysis ? List

the similarities and dissimilarities between structured

analysis and object oriented analysis techniques. 10

UNIT–III

5. (a) What is Software Design ? Differentiate between

function oriented design and object oriented design.

10

(b) Explain fault tolerance and fault avoidance with the help

of suitable example. 10

6. (a) What is coupling ? Explain the various types of coupling

using suitable example. 10

(b) Write a short note on exception handling. 10

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Distinguish among error, fault and failure. Which of

these conditions is detected by testing ? Justify your

answer. 10

(b) What are various types of maintenance ? Briefly

describe each using suitable example. 10
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8. (a) Differentiate between white box and black box testing ?

10

(b) Write short note on Computer Aided Software

Engineering (CASE) tools. 10



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46007
ADVANCED  DATABASE  SYSTEMS

Paper–CSE-324

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is a query free? How queries are processed and
optimized in parallel database environment?

(b) What are the goals of distributed system? Discuss peer-
to-peer architectural model for construction of
distributed system. (10+10=20)

2. (a) How data is stored and catalog is managed in distributed
DBMS? Discuss.

(b) What is Serializability of transactions? How timestamp
based protocols ensures distributed concurrency
control? (10+10=20)

UNIT–II

3. Define Expected Information, Entropy and Information Gain.
Write the steps to generate a Decision Tree from a training
data set. How rules are obtained from decision tree? 20

4. (a) Write a detailed note on counting co-occurrences.
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(b) How do you perform similarity search over sequences?
Elaborate. (10+10=20)

UNIT–III

5. How RDBMS differ from ORDBMS and OODBMS? Explain
the designing steps for implementing an ORDBMS. List the
challenges to be faced while implementing ORDBMS. 20

6. What is object identity and object structure in OODBMS?
List and explain various type of constructors used in
designing and implementing OODBMS. 20

UNIT–IV

7. (a) How you will ensure integrated access to multiple data
sources? Explain.

(b) What is meant by multimedia databases? Write data type
format supported in multimedia databases.

(10+10=20)

8. What do you mean by temporal databases? Write a precise
note on valid time, transaction time and bi-temporal
databases. Discuss the challenges of implementing a temporal
table. 20



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46113
COMPILER DESIGN

Paper–CSE-302N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. Explain the various phases of compilers using suitable
examples. 15

2. (a) Comment on the role of lexical analyzer in detail. 7½

(b) What are regular expressions? C identifiers are strings
of letters, digits, and underscores. Define regular
definition for the language of C identified. 7½

UNIT–II

3. (a) What are context free grammars? Define such type of
grammar for simple arithmetic expressions. 7½

(b) Consider the context-free grammar :

S->SS + \SS*\a

and the string aa + a*.

(i) Give a leftmost derivation for the string.

(ii) Give a rightmost derivation for the string.

(iii) Give a parse tree for the string. 7½
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4. (a) Write down an algorithm for eliminating left recursion
and explain using suitable example. 7½

(b) Write down an algorithm for constructing SLR parsing
table and explain using suitable example. 7½

UNIT–III

5. (a) Translate the arithmetic expression a + a * (b – c) +
(b – c) * d into

(i) A syntax tree, (ii) Quadruples, (iii) Triples,
(iv) Indirect triples. 8

(b) What is type checking? How rules are defined for type
checking? Explain. 7

6. (a) Write a short note on run-time storage management.
7½

(b) Discuss the various issues in the design of code
generator. 7½

UNIT–IV

7. What are the principle sources of optimization? Explain each
in detail using suitable examples. 15

8. (a) What do you mean by data-flow analysis? Explain using
suitable examples. 7½

(b) Write short note on static storage management. 7½



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46114
ESSENTIAL OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Paper–CSE-304 N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question
from each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What are basic steps to solve a problem ? Discuss
various types of computational problems. 7

(b) Write an algorithm to sort input data using selection
sort. Discuss its complexity by taking a suitable example.

8

2. (a) Explain the procedure of binary search with suitable
example. What are its advantages over linear search ?

8

(b) Write an algorithm to Insert or Delete an item from a
STACK. What are real life applications of STACK ? 7

UNIT–II

3. (a) Write a program in JAVA to check whether entered
string is palindrome or not. 8

(b) What are different types of operators used in object
oriented programming language ? 7
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4. (a) Explain the concept of types conversion and type
casting with suitable program in JAVA. 7

(b) Explain the following :

(i) Reference Variable

(ii) Use Case Diagram. 8

UNIT–III

5. (a) How method over loading is different from method over
riding ? Discuss each by writing program. 10

(b) Write short note on Abstract class. 5

6. (a) Explain the concept of Code Tuning and Optimisation
with proper example. 7

(b) Why do we need to use interface in JAVA ? Discuss in
detail. 8

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Make an ER-Diagram for banking system. 7

(b) What is Normalisation ? Discuss its all types. 8

8. (a) What kind of issues we have to face during DB design ?
7

(b) Write short note on :

(i) Subqueries.

(ii) Views. 8



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46115
MOBILE COMPUTING

Paper–CSE-306N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Discuss the role of HLR-VLR in GSM. 7½

(b) Differentiate CDMA and WCDMA. 7½

2. (a) What are the different managements under GSM

protocol architecture? 7½

(b) Discuss various design considerations for mobile

computing. 7½

UNIT–II

3. (a) Discuss the significance of Mobile IP in mobile

computing. 7½

(b) Explain WAP Architecture in detail. 7½

4. (a) Differentiate Traditional TCP arid Classical TCP. 7½

(b) What is DCCH? Discuss various types of DCCH. 7½
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UNIT–III

5. Explain cloud architecture model. Discuss different types of

Clouds. 15

6. How the Data is processed in Cloud? Explain in detail. 15

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Discuss QoS in Ad Hoc Networks. 7½

(b) Differentiate pico-net and scatter-net in Bluetooth

technology. 7½

8. Write short notes on following :

(a) GSR. 7½

(b) Architecture of AODV. 7½



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46116
WEB TECHNOLOGY

Paper–CSE-308 N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all. Selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Explain different types of organizational challenges.

8

(b) Explain how you can organize web sites. 7

2. (a) Briefly describe how can you design the search

interface ? 8

(b) Explain about searching systems. 7

UNIT–II

3. (a) Explain the difference between HTML and XHTML.

8

(b) Explain the features of HTML with examples. 7

4. (a) How can you create background image in HTML ?

7

(b) Discuss the features of CSS. 8
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UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain how can you use arrays in JavaScript with
example. 8

(b) Briefly discuss about errors in scripts. 7

6. Explain general syntactic characteristics of JavaScript with
proper examples. 15

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Why Python programming is becoming so popular ?
8

(b) Write a program in Python to find sum of natural
numbers. 7

8. (a) How can we use classes in Python ? 8

(b) Explain expressions in Python programming. 7



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46117
SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Paper–CSE 310 N

Option : (II)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Define software engineering. Explain software

characteristics. 8

(b) Explain software crisis. 7

2. (a) Explain evolutionary development model with the help

of a suitable diagram. 5

(b) What are the limitations of using water fall model. 5

(c) Explain the spiral model and its advantages. 5

UNIT–II

3. (a) Explain software requirement elicitation process. 5

(b) What is the importance of feasibility study. 5

(c) Explain decision table with the help of a suitable

example. 5
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4. (a) Describe SEI-CMM model. 5

(b) Define software quality. What is the role of software

quality assurance ? 5

(c) Explain software configuration management. 5

UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain coupling and cohesion. 10

(b) Explain the term ' Pseudo codes'. 5

6. (a) Explain function oriented design and object oriented

design. 10

(b) Discuss cyclomatic complexity. 5

UNIT–IV

7. Define software testing. Describe the different types of

software testing. 15

8. (a) Write a short note on software maintenance. 8

(b) Explain software Re-engineering. 7



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46118
BUSINESS  INTELLIGENCE  AND  ENTREPRENEURSHIP

Paper–HS-303N

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all out of eight questions. Each

question carries 15 marks.

UNIT–I

1. Entrepreneurship does not emerge and grow spontaneously.

Rather it is dependent upon several various environmental

factors. Explain them.

2. Elaborate the following in brief :

(a) Entrepreneurship.

(b) Types of entrepreneur.

(c) EDP Programmes being run in India.

(d) Difference between Entrepreneurship and Entrepreneur.

(e) Difference between Manager and Entrepreneur.

UNIT–II

3. What is a business opportunity? What factors are involved

in the process of sensing an entrepreneurial opportunity?

What is required to convert an idea, into opportunity?
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4. Examine the sources from where business ideas emerge.
Discuss the purpose of marketing, financial and technical
feasibility studies. What are the issues evaluated in these
studies?

UNIT–III

5. What is role of small enterprises in economic development
of India? Why SSI Registration is basically required? Which
documents are required to be attached, with SSI Registration
Application Form?

6. Explain the following in short :

(a) Any two state level institutions that provide assistance
to SSI.

(b) Selection of Machinery for a small industry and process
of registration.

(c) Methods and tools used in project planning, scheduling
and appraisal.

UNIT–IV

7. Describe briefly, the Finance Facilities Offered by SIDBI to
small industries. Write down the process through which an
entrepreneur would have to go for processing a loan from
Small Industries Development Bank of India.

8. Explain the role and support of SIDO, NABARD, NSIC, SIC,
and SIDC to small enterprises in India. What do you
understand by financial support system? Explain the forms
of financial support system.



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 3

BT-6/M-21 46165
COMPILER DESIGN

Paper–PC-CS-302A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Describe in brief the tasks performed at various phases

of a compiler.

(b) What is the purpose of compiler construction tools?

Describe some commonly used compiler construction

tools.

2. What is a regular expression? How are the terms 'regular

expression' and 'finite automata' related? What is the

significance of regular expression in Lexical Analysis phase?

Write the regular expression for a set of strings consisting of

even number of a's followed by odd number of b's. Construct

NFA for the above regular expression.

UNIT–II

3. (a) What is the importance of a parser in Compiler? What

is the role of abstract syntax trees in parsing?
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(b) Define context free grammar and its relationship with

parsing using a suitable example. When is a grammar

said to be ambiguous?

4. What are the different types of Top-down parsing techniques?

Bring out the distinction between shift-reduce parsing and

recursive descent parsing.

UNIT–III

5. Why is three-address code preferred in compilers? What do

you mean by the quadruple and triple representation of three-

address code? Explain using suitable examples.

6. Answer the following in brief in the context of symbol

table :

(a) What is the information contained in a symbol table?

(b) Describe the commonly used data structures to create

symbol tables.

(c) How is the symbol table manipulated at various phases

of compilation?

UNIT–IV

7. Answer the following questions in brief :

(a) Distinguish between Machine dependent and Machine

independent optimization.

(b) What are the various constructs in a program that act

as basic blocks?
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(c) How does heap allocation manage run time storage

requirement?

8. How does peephole optimization transform source code into

an optimized code? Also describe the kind of optimizations

that can be performed in a loop.
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46166
BT-6/M-21

COMPUTER NETWORKS

Paper–PC-CS-304E

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Explain the basis of having layered architecture. 7

(b) Describe differences in the working of physical and

link layers for point-to-point and broadcast networks.

8

2. (a) Explain the following :

(i) Various transmission impairments.

(ii) Working of optical fibre. 8

(b) Describe different layers of TCP/IP architecture. 7

UNIT–II

3. (a) Describe the functioning of stop-and-wait and

go-back-N ARQ. 6

(b) Discuss working of pure ALOHA, slotted ALOHA.

Obtain their efficiencies. 9

46166/00/KD/1567 [P.T.O.



4. (a) Very briefly explain token bus system, polling,

reservation and MAC. 9

(b) A large population of ALOHA users manage to generate

50 requests/sec, including both originals and

retransmissions. Time is slotted in units of 40 m sec.

(i) What is the chance of success on the first

attempt?

(ii) What is the probability of exactly k collisions

and then a success?

(iii) What is the expected number of transmissions

attempts needed? (2×3=6)

UNIT–III

5. (a) Explain with the help of an example the count-to-

infinity problem and give three solutions to this problem.

6

(b) Explain why IPv6 is better than IPv4. 9

6. (a) What do you mean by a routing protocol? Describe

some different ways of implementing dynamic routing.

9

(b) What are different classes of IP addressing? 6

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Discuss in detail the terms Retransmissions, congestion

control and RTT is context of TCP. 6

46166/00/KD/1567 2
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(b) Explain any two cryptographic algorithms along with

one example for each. 9

8. (a) What is DNS? Describe working of DNS? 6

(b) What do you mean by quality of service parameters?

How to measure them? How to improve quality of

service. 9



Roll No. ....................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46167
ADVANCED COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE

Paper : PE-CS-S302A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is a Computational Model? Describe the von

Neumann Computational Model.

(b) What are the different classes of parallel computer

architecture?

2. (a) What are the different types of parallelism in Processing

Execution? Explain instruction level parallelism using

an example.

(b) What are the features of VLIW Architecture? Illustrate

using a block diagram and mention its advantages and

disadvantages.

UNIT–II

3. HIghlight the emergence of Superscalar Processors.

What are the specific tasks of superscalar processing?

Give a brief overview of each.

46167/00/KD/1588 [P.T.O.



4. Explain the concept of Branch Handling along with its

effect. Also describe in brief the various branch handling

techniques.

UNIT–III

5. What is the difference between Uniform Memory Access

(UMA) and Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA)

multiprocessors? How do COMA and CC-NUMA machines

reduce the problems of NUMA? What are the differences

between COMA and CC-NUMA?

6. List the well-known static networks and illustrate them

diagrammatically with a brief description of each.

UNIT–IV

7. Why are computer's memory systems typically built as

hierarchies? Give an overview of memory hierarchy design

and its characteristics in the context of computer architecture.

Explain inclusion, coherence and locality of reference

properties of memory hierarchy.

8. What is the difference between Virtual memory and Cache

memory? What is Cache Coherence problem and how can

it be avoided? What are the common mechanisms of

Ensuring Coherency?
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Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46173
UNIX AND LINUX PROGRAMMING

Paper–PE-CS-S 314 A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is UNIX File System ? Discuss its various

components in detail. 8

(b) What do you mean by mounting and unmouting a file

system ? Also brief its significant role in context to

UNIX File System. 7

2. (a) What is i-nodes in UNIX operating system ? Explain.

8

(b) Explain any five UNIX commands with their syntax

and examples. 7

UNIT–II

3. (a) What are Quantifiers ? What is the importance of

Quantifiers ? 8

(b) Explain about grep and egrep utility with suitable

examples. 7
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4. (a) What is AWK programming ? Illustrate with an
example. 8

(b) Write a PERL based simple program to find the Factorial
of a given number. 7

UNIT–III

5. (a) What are the dependency calculations in C environment
programs ? Discuss in detail. 8

(b) What is static and dynamic memory management in
UNIX programming ? 7

6. (a) What is vi editor ? Explain the various modes of vi
editor. 8

(b) Briefly discuss about the projects development and
execution in C environment based on UNIX operating
system. 7

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What is a process ? How are processes initialized and
stopped in UNIX operating system ? 8

(b) What do you mean by Job Control processes in Linux ?
Discuss in detail. 7

8. (a) Discuss about Linux I/O system in detail. 8

(b) Briefly tell about SIGSTOP and SIGKILL signals in
context to signal handlers. 7



Roll No. ...................... Total Pages : 2

BT-6/M-21 46175
SOFT SKILLS AND INTERPERSONAL COMMUNICATION

Paper–OE-CS-302 A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question

from each unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. Explore the key elements of an effective communication.

Discuss verbal and non-verbal communication. Draw

comparison between interpersonal and intrapersonal

communications. 15

2. Distinguish between listening skills and speaking skills.

Explain the main features of speaking skills. 15

UNIT–II

3. How to deal with conflicts in communications? Discuss noise

and extra personal barriers. Explain attention and emotion

filters to overcome barriers. 15

4. (a) Outline and explain the flow of communication process

model.

(b) Explain the importance and characteristics of

communication. (8+7=15)
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UNIT–III

5. What are the attitude and character traits of personality
development? Discuss the role of heredity in personality
development. 15

6. (a) Write the activities involved in development of soft
skills.

(b) Discuss the basic principles for organization skills.
(8+7=15)

UNIT–IV

7. What is a Group Discussion (GD) and group dynamics?
Explain the strategy for GD. What are the traits tested in a
GD? 15

8. (a) Differentiate between a resume and curriculum vitae.
Explain the Do's and Don'ts in a resume writing.

(b) What are the different types of interview? Discuss face-
to-face and campus interview. (8+7=15)



47001/K/541

Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 1

BT-7/M-21 47001

COMPILER DESIGN

Paper–CSE-401

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. List and describe the different states and lead to the conversion of a Program

written in a High level Language into a Low level Language.

2. Illustrate Shift-Reduce parsing using a suitable example. Also distinguish

between Recursive-Descent Parser and Operator Precedence Parser.

UNIT–II

3. (a) How is Syntax directed translation scheme used to evaluate the order

of Semantic rules ? What is an intermediate code used for ?

(b) Describe the forms used to represent three-address code.

4. What are the contents of Symbol table and for what purpose are they

used ? What do you mean by Scope rules ?

UNIT–III

5. What is the need of run time Storage allocation ? Distinguish between

Static storage allocation, Stack storage allocation and Heap storage allocation.

6. (a) List the different kinds of Lexical-Phase errors and explain.

(b) Give examples of Syntactic and Semantic errors.

UNIT–IV

7. What are the various ways of carrying out Loop Optimization ? Distinguish

between Local and Loop optimization.

8. What is an Object code ? What can be the problems in Code generation ?

Describe the steps of a code generation algorithm that takes a sequence of

three-address statements as input.
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Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 2

BT-7/M-21 47002

WEB ENGINEERING

Paper–CSE-403

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) Identify the design implications of Search algorithms. How to determine

that a website needs a Search system ? 8

(b) Define the Navigation system. Discuss various types of Navigation

systems. What are the ways by which the cost effective and elegant

navigation systems can be designed ? 7

2. (a) Identify the basic uses of architectural page mockups in order to design

efficient Information Architecture. 8

(b) Identify the design paradigms which are involved in organizing Web

sites and Intranets. 7

UNIT–II

3. (a) Write HTML code to design a single Webpage for the following :

(i) To create links to sections on the same web page and to create

a fixed background image.

(ii) To create links to three search engines (namely Google, AltaVista

and Yahoo) and to create a hyperlink on the picture.

(iii) To create frames using percentage. 10

(b) Differentiate between Container and Non-container tags in HTML.    5

4. (a) Write a program in HTML for the following :

(i) To integrate image map and their design element.

(ii) To design new input type attributes.

(iii) To add Video and Audio. 8

(b) Write HTML code to show, how one vertical frame window and

second vertical window is further split horizontally using nested

frameset. 7



UNIT–III

5. (a) Discuss the roles of the following in Web application development :

(i) Proxies (ii) Form tags

(iii) URLs. 10

(b) Discuss the architectural and coding guidelines for the successful

implementation of CGI using PERL. 5

6. (a) Give your verdict of using content negotiation and proxies in developing

an efficient and optimized Web based Application. 8

(b) Why the CGI is used ? Identify the roles of using CGI in sending and

receiving data from the Web servers. 7

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Write a program to integrate JavaScript in Java Server Pages by using

logical operator and conditional operator. 10

(b) Discuss the term entity in XML. Also explain different types of

Entities. 5

8. (a) List the technical roles of the following :

(i) SGML (ii) XSL

(iii) XML using CSS. 8

(b) Discuss the working architecture of Java Server Pages. Write a

script to invoke Java Beans in the designing of an efficient Web

application. 7
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Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 2

BT-7/M-21 47003

STATISTICAL MODELS FOR COMPUTER SCIENCE

Paper–CSE-405

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) The applied Probability Professor gave the Class a set of 12 review

problems and told them that the Midterm Exam would consist of 6 of

the 12 problems selected at random. If Lidya memorize the solutions

to 8 of the 12 problems, but could not solve any of the other 4 problems,

what is the probability that she got 4 or more problems correct in the

Exam ? 10

(b) Derive relation for Bay’s rule. If a box contains 75 good IC chips and

25 defective chips and 12 chips are selected at random, find the probability

that at least one chip is defective. 10

2. (a) Find the Reliability of the given system. Given R
1
 = 0.6, R

2
 = 0.4,

R
3
 = 0.2, R

4
 = 0.5, R

5
 = 0.4. 10

(b) Explain Bernoulli trials and derive relation for generalized Bernoulli

trails. 10

UNIT–II

3. (a) Differentiate DRV and CRV. Discuss the Markov property of Exponential

Distribution. 10



(b) Out of a Job population of ten jobs with six jobs of Class 1 and four

of Class 2, a random sample of size n is selected. Let X be the number

of Class 1 job in the sample. Calculate the pmf of X, if the sampling

is without replacement and with replacement. 10

4. (a) Define Probability generating function of a Discrete random variable

X. Derive relation for PGF of the Geometric random variables. 10

(b) If X & Y are independent random variables then show that :

Var[X+Y] = Var[X]+Var[Y]. 10

UNIT–III

5. (a) Define the Stochastic processes. How the Stochastic processes are

classified ? 10

(b) Consider a Stochastic process defines on a finite sample space with

three sample points. Its description is provided by the specifications

of three sample functions :

X(t,s
1
) = 3, X(t,s

2
) = 3 cos(t), X(t,s

3
) = 4 sin (t). Also given the

probability assignment P(s
1
) = P(s

2
) = P(s

3
) = 1/3. Compute µ(t) =

E(X(t)] and autocorrelation function R(t
1
,t

2
). Is the process strict

Stationary? Is it wide sense Stationary? 10

6. Define Renewal process. Derive the relation for the Fundamental renewal

equation. 20

UNIT–IV

7. (a) Given a two state Markov chain with the transition probability matrix:

1 a a
P

b 1 b

− 
 

− 
 where 0 a, b 1, 1 a b 1.≤ ≤ − − <  Derive the relation to

compute n-step transition probability matrix P(n). 15

(b) Write short note on Non-birth-death process. 5

8. Differentiate M/G/1 Queue and M/G/2 Queue. Derive relation for

P-K mean value formula in M/G/1 Queue. 20

47003/K/543 2



Time allowed : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 75

BT-7/M21

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

47005

Paper–CSE-445

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III

UNIT-IV

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from each

unit. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (i) What is the difference between Human Intelligence and Artificial

Intelligence? Discuss.

(ii) Discuss the use of meta rules in resolving the conflict using a suitable

example.

2. (i) What is Production System? What is the advantage of using

production based architecture in knowledge based systems.

(ii) Give an overview of application areas of Al.

3. (i) Explain the theorem proving using Wang’s algorithm.

(ii) Explain the procedure of converting a statement into clausal form

using suitable example.

4. (i) What is Unification? What is most general unifier? Discuss the rules

for unification.

(ii) What do you understand by Satisfiable and Valid Statement? Explain

using truth table.

5. (i) What are the limitations of Bi-valued Logic? Discuss the reasoning

using NML-I.

(ii) Write a detailed note on Dempster-Shafer theory.

6. (i) What is Fuzzy Logic? Write a note on Fuzzy Operators.

(ii) Write a note on Bayesian belief network.

7. (i) What is the difference between uninformed and informed search?

Discuss the advantage of using A* over hill climbing.

(ii) Discuss the use of cut and fail predicates in handling backtracking.

Roll No. ............................ Total Pages : 2
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8. (i) What is Horn Clause? Discuss the different sections of PROLOG

program.

(ii) What are the desirable qualities of a Search Technique? Discuss the

complexities of A* algorithm.

47005/K/545 2



Time allowed : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 75

BT-7/M-21

SECURITY AND CRYPTOGRAPHY

47007

Paper–CSE-473

Option–I

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III

UNIT-IV

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from each

unit. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (i) Explain substitution and transposition ciphers with the help of an

example. 8

(ii) Explain DES chaining. 7

2. (i) Differentiate between differential and linear crypto analysis with the

help of suitable examples. 8

(ii) How is RSA used for encryption in practice? 7

3. (i) Describe Diffie Hellman key exchange with the help of an example. 8

(ii) Explain the term secure hash algorithms. 7

4. Write short notes on the following :

(i) Secret key and public key signatures. 8

(ii) Digital signatures. 7

5. (i) Do LANs help to stop the spread of viruses or do they facilitate their

spread? Explain. 8

(ii) Give examples of viruses that infect data files. 7

6. (i) What do you understand by the terms Trojan horse and logic bomb. 8

(ii) The best solution to the threat of viruses is prevention comment on the

statement. 7

7. Describe the security plans in context to securing enterprise network. 15

8. Explain the following terms :

(i) Hardware security 8

(ii) Authentication and Authorization 7

Roll No. ............................ Total Pages : 1
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Roll No. ......................... Total Pages : 2

BT-7/M-21 47147

UNIX AND LINUX PROGRAMMING

Paper–CSE-401N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What is a File ? Discuss about Unix File System in detail. 8

(b) What do you mean by mounting and unmountaing of a File System in

Unix ? 7

2. (a) Discuss about i-nodes in Linux system. 8

(b) Write about process management related commands with their syntax :

(i) ps (ii) kil pid

(iii) bg (iv) fg

(v) killall (vi) top

(vii) pkill. 7

UNIT–II

3. What is Data redundancy ? How is Data redundancy eliminated using Data

deduplication techniques ? Explain in detail. 15

4. What is Parallel compression ? How is Xdelta utility used for data reduction

by removing data similarities in Storage devices ? 15

UNIT–III

5. What is Data chunking ? Explain the Frequency Based Chunking in

detail. 15

6. What is vi editor ? Explain the various modes of vi editor. Also tell about

the C compiler options for C environment. 15

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What do you understand by Starting and Stopping of processes in

Linux ? How is initialization of processes occur in Linux ? 8



47147/K/615 2

(b) Briefly tell about Signal handlers used in Linux processes. 7

8. (a) What do you mean by Backup and Restore utility in Unix/Linux

System ? 8

(b) Briefly discuss about Unix System Administration and Networking

Tools. 7



Time allowed : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 75

BT-7/M-21

COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND ANIMATION

47148

Paper–CSE 403 N

Option–II

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III

UNIT-IV

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question form each

unit. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (i) Describe computer graphics applications. 8

(ii) Discuss line drawing algorithms. 7

2. Describe polygon filling algorithms in detail. 15

3. (i) Explain translation, scaling, rotation and reflection in context to two

dimensional transformation. 8

(ii) Describe window to view port mapping. 7

4. (i) Discuss homogeneous coordinate system. 8

(ii) Write a short note on rotation, shear and translation in 3D

transformation. 7

5. (i) Discuss 4-bit code algorithm. 8

(ii) Explain Liang-Barsky line clipping algorithms. 7

6. (i) Write a short note on curve clipping. 8

(ii) Differentiate between parallel projection and perspective projection

and explain. 7

7. (i) Explain geometric continuity conditions. 8

(ii) Write a short note on Beizer curves and surfaces. 7

8. (i) Explain hidden surface elimination. 8

(ii) Write a short note on priority algorithm. 7

Roll No. ............................ Total Pages : 1
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Roll No. ......................... Total Page : 1

BT-7/M-21 47151

CRYPTOGRAPHY AND INFORMATION SECURITY

Paper–CSE-419N

Time Allowed : 3 Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all, selecting at least one question from

each Unit. All questions carry equal marks.

UNIT–I

1. (a) What are Security attacks ? Discuss concept of Attacks and Threats.

(b) Explain Classical Cryptography.

2. (a) Explain Shannon’s theorem.

(b) What is the concept of Cipher ? Write the types of Cipher.

UNIT–II

3. (a) What is the concept of Discretionary and Mandatory Access Control ?

(b) Discuss 3-DES.

4. (a) Explain RSA modes of Operation.

(b) Define Tiger and Gear Hashing.

UNIT–III

5. Explain key exchange using Diffie-Hellman algorithm.

6. (a) Explain Key Exchange protocols.

(b) Explain Public Key Crypto system with reference to Kerberos, SSL

and IPSEC.

UNIT–IV

7. (a) What is Digital Signature ? Discuss the concept of SHA1 and Rabin

Finger Print.

(b) Explain Firewall and Intrusion Detection system.

8. Write notes on the following :

(a) MD-5 algorithm.

(b) Secure Military Computation.



Time allowed : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 75

BT-7/M-21

EXPERT SYSTEMS

47154

Paper–CSE-425 N

Note : five one

UNIT-I

UNIT-II

UNIT-III

Attempt questions in all, selecting at least question from each

unit. All questions carry equal marks.

1. (i) Explain Minimax strategy with alpha-beta cutoff ? 7

(ii) Develop an algorithm for depth-First search technique with an

example. 8

2. Differentiate between with examples :

(i) Declarative frames v/s procedural frames 7

(ii) Deductive learning and inductive learning 8

3. (i) Devise an algorithm for acquiring knowledge by using conceptual

dependency ? 7

(ii) Explain role of decision making in the design of an expert

system ? 8

4. Write notes on following tools : 5×3 = 15

(i) Knowledge Engineering Environment (KEE)

(ii) ART (Automated Reasoning Tool)

(iii) Knowledge Craft (KC).

5. Explain and draw the following expert system Architecture :

(i) Network Architecture 7

(ii) Blackboard system Architecture. 8

6. Explain the following expert system design stages :

(i) Interrelation 4

(ii) identification 4

(iii) Monitoring 4

(iv) Simulate. 3
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UNIT-IV

7. How uncertainty is propagated through a chain of rules during consolation

with an Expert system which is based on MYCIN Architecture ? 15

8. What are the problems that occurs during the planning, design, updation

Review and changeover? 15

47154/K/622 2


